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SOME NDTES ONFUEL BOILINGLOSSES ANDFUEL-TANKPRFSSURISATION 
INALONG-RANGE SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT 

by 

W. G. 9. Lester, M.A., D.Phil. 

A n&hod of calculating the fuel boiling losses, due to aeroaynamia 
heating, from a supersonio aircraft with integral wing fuel tanks is devised 
s&is applied to the Concord, assuming flight conditions of Mach 2.2 at 
64000 ft altitude using low boiling point kerosene fuel. It is shown that if 
the specified tank pump performance is achieved the quantity of fuel 
evaporated is no more than 150 lb if the tanks are unpressurised, and is 

negligible in the present design case wh&e the tanks are pressurised. to 
2.2 psia. The calculations are based on certain assumptions defined in the 

. 
text concerning fuel distillation characteristics, heat transfer &ta and 
boiling fuel distribution in the tankage. Beoause much of the evaporated 
fuel may condense in the vent system and be recovered it is likely that the 
fuel loss through boiling in unpressurised tanks will be less than the weight 
of additional equipment required to pressudse the tanks. Sinoe the fuel 
transfer pump duty is very arduous, the feasibility of operating without tank 
pressurisation depends on the actual pump performanoe aahieved. Suggestions 
are made for reduaing the severity of the conditions affeoting fuel thermal 
stability by modified fuel handling procedurea in the aircraft. 

m (added April 1968) 

The Concord performanoe speaifioations end fuel system design have been 
changed since this Report was issued originally and the numerioal values quoted 

. for fuel losses, based as they are on the data available in 1967, are no longer 
applicable to the actual aircraft. 

. 
*Replaces R.A.E. Technical Report 67137 - A&C. 29522 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

In a supersonic transport aimraft such as the Conoord*flying at Mach 2.2 
at an altitude of f&.000 ft, the equilibrium skin temperature is around 115'C. 

Avtur fuel to Specification D. Eng R.D. 2494, as quoted in the Concord fuel 
pump specifications, will start boiling in the fuel tanks at 64000 ft alti- 
tude at 8i°C if the tanks are unpressurised, or at iO8'C if they are pressur- 
ised to 2.2 psia. In normal flight the Concord fuel tanks are pressurised to 
2.2 psia with the objeot of minimising fuel losses due to evaporation and 
reducing the time the fuel pumps are operating in a cavitating condition, 
since cavitation can lead to reduced pump effectiveness and increased impeller 
wear by erosion. The rate of aerodynamic heating is such that boiling will 
not oocur in a tank, under normal conditions, until it is nearly empty and 
only the last dregs of fuel in the transfer tanks approach the equilibrium 
skin temperature. 

The purpose of this Report is to calculate the fuel losses due to 
boiling and to ascertain their dependence on fuel levels for a supersonic 

aimraft represented typically by the Concord. Consideration is given to 
the advantages snd disadvantages of operating the aircraft without tank 
pressurisation and emphasis is placed on the essential requirement that the 
fuel transfer pumps need to have sn outstanding auction performance and good 
cavitation erosion resistance to be capable of pumping to very low levels 

with boiling fuel. 

, 

2 METHOD OF CALCULATING FURL LOSSES 

Three factors affect the quantity of fuel lost by evaporation, namely 
the rate of heating, the time for which the fuel is boiling and, for a wide 
boiling range fuel such as kerosene, the extent to which the fuel temperature 
must be raised to sustain boiling as the light fractions are successively lost. 
Ome boiling starts, the highest fuel loss might be expeoted in the case of a 
fixed quantity of residual fuel and this is the case considered in the present 

Report. 

Suppose that at time to, after pumping has ceased, H fuel tank contains 

W, lb of fuel which has just reached a surface boiling condition at a tempera- 
ture TooC. Suppose that after t nin, a weightWv lb of fuel has been 

vaporised and the remaining fuel has been raised to a temperature T°C to 
sustain boiling. Consider a time interval dt min, at the start of nhioh the 

bulk fuel temperature is T°C and at the end of which it is (T + dT)'C with 

*See Note to the Summary on page 1. 



the fuel still just boiling. Assume that the rate of heat input at time t 
at temperature T is H CHU/min, and that this 1s constant over the interval 
at. Let the specific heat of the fuel be C 
vaporisation be 1 CHU/lb at T'C. 

p CHU/lb~C and the latent heat of 
Assume that in time dt a quantity of . 

heat, h dt CHUs, 1s used in raising the fuel temperature through dT°C to 
sustain bollzng. Then of the H dt CHUs which are passed to the fuel, 
(H - h) dt CHUs are employed in vaporising dW, lb of fuel. 

Hence 

dWv = 9 dt (1) 

and approximately 

h dt = Cp (W. - WV - d WV) dT . (2) 

From (I) and (2) 

or 

H dt -hdWv = cp(Wo-WV-dW$dT 

. 

dWy = 
H dt - C (W. - WV) dT 

X - Cp dT . (3) ' 

The distillation curve for a fuel may be given in terms of the percen- 
tage weight loss as a function of the fuel temprature. For a small tempera- 
ture difference, T - To, the slope of the distillation ourve may be taken as 
constant, but for larger changes, such as might occur in practice over a time 
Interval of several minutes, the percentage weight loss may be better 
expressed as a function of the difference between the actual fuel temperature 
and the Initial boiling temperature. It is foti for Avtur fuel that a 
reasonable fit to experimental data up to the IQ% weight loss point is given 
by the equation: 

100 WV 

w. = a (T - To) + b (T - To)2 

where a snd b are both positive. 

(4) 



Differentiating equation (k) 

iOOdWv 
- - Ia + 2b (T - To)] dT . 

Wo 
(5) 

Since dT may be regarded as a very sr+ll temperature increment and X 
for most fuels is at least an order of magnitude greater than Cp, A >> Cp dT. 
Hence equation (3) may be written 

A d WV = H dt - Cp (W, - WV) dT 

snd substituting for dT from equation (5) 

A d WV 
IOOC (w. -WV,, dW 

= Hdt-w v 
o la + Zb(T - T,)J 

Therefore 

dW 
vm dt 

H . 
1 

a + 2b (T - To)1 
. 

From equation (4): 

2b (T - To) = - a + X ca2 + 
400bb 

w 
0 > 

(6) 

(7) 

where,einoe T > To, the positive sign is taken for the square root in the 
solution of the quadratio equation. Thus, substituting from equation (7) in 
equation (6): 

dW 
vz 

dt (8) 
A+ loo cp 
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In the case of aerodynamic heating in the flight conditions being oonsidered, 
the rate of heating maybe expressed in the form: 

n * a-BT (9) 

as shown in section 3. Hence, from equations (7), (8) and (9): 

In the temperature range of interest both h and C 
P 

may be regarded as 

constant although it is possible, if need be, to take into account their 
variation with temperature. In oonssquence, assuming that a, b, a, B, h, 
C , To and W, are all known constants, equation (10) may be integrated 

P 
numerically to give the time required to evaporate a quantity WV lb of fuel. 

3 CALCULATION OF TI-3 I-BAT INPUT TO A FUEL TANK 

In Ref.4, it is shown that the rate of heat input to an integral wing 
tank of a supersonic aircraft due to kinetic heating at Mach 2.2 and an 
altitude of 6OooO ft is given approximately by the expression: 

i D 
115 - T, 

0.088 (11) 

when q is the heat input in CHU/hr, A is the tank base area in sq ft and 
Ts is the tank base skin temperature in 'C. Although equation (11) is only 

strictly valid at an altitude of 600~ ft, the parameters involved in its 
derivation change little between 6OooO ad 64000 ft and it may be regarded 
as a satisfactory approximation for flight at Mach 2.2 at 64ooO ft altitude. 

Experimental results' show that for kerosene heated in a tank installa- 
tion representative of that used in the Concord with a base consisting of 
integral aluminium alloy machined sheet and stringers 

. 
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i = (Ts - T)4/3 113 + 0.0475 (T3 + T)j (12) 

where T is the bulk fuel temperature. This equation has been derived from 

the experimental results presented in Fig.j5 of Bef.t. These experimental 
results show that T is a linear funotion of T, and while equations (II) and 
(12) can not be solved directly for T the following is found to be a reason- 
ably accurate representation of the results: 

T = 1.23825 T, - 28.425 . (13) 

From equations (ii) and (13) it follows that 

i- 
ii3.97 - T 

0.109 - 

If H is the total rate of heat input in CHU/min to the total tank base 

E A = 17.43 - 0.153 T . 

(14) 

Equation (15) thus gives the values of the parameters a and B in equation 

(9). 

It should be remarked that equation (13) is derived using experimental 
heat transfer coefficients appropriate to fuel in a non-boiling state. How- 

ever, these heat transfer ooeffioients are likely to be approximately correct 
for fuel Just boiling gently at the surface. If the oonditions were such 

that nucleate boiling ooourred, then the heat transfer ooeffioient could 
increase oonsiderably and the tank skin temperature would deorease, but on the 
other hand the ooeffioient is reduced for boiling at altitude. The true 

heating rate osnnot be determined in terms of the bulk fuel temperature with- 
out experiment under the appropriate environmental conditions. In the present 

lack of more aoourate data, equation (15) is assumed to give a representative 
heating rate. 

Taking a bulk fuel temperature of 81'~ the rate of heat input to the 

fuel given by equation (15) is 5.043 CHU/min/ft2 and this is equivalent to a 
heat input of 0.46 M/ft2. It should be noted that the heat input falls by 

approximately H per 'C rise in bulk fuel temperature. 
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4 CALCULATION OF THE COEFFICBNTS a AND b 

In Ref.2, the variation of vapour pressure with temperature for an 
Avtur fuel to Specification D. Eng. ED 24% is given for fuel samples after 
losses due to evaporation of %, 2.i$, 4.996 and 1% by weight. The fuel 
samples were chosen because of their low initial boiling point and 1% point 
as measured by the ASTM distlllatlon method. The vapour pressure data 
obtained are stated to be representative of the worst conditions likely to 
be met in servxe. The results are reijroduced in Fig.1 and can be used to 
construct distillation curves for the fuel for pressures corresponding to a 

range of flight altitudes. 

A reasonable fit to the data above the imtxalboiling point To = 81'~ 

at 64.000 ft altitude was found to be given by equation (4) with a = 0.2667 
and b = 0.0444, and these values have been used in the following analysis. 
Fig.2 shows equation (4) plotted for a range of initial boiling temperatures, 

together with the points obtained from the experimental data cross-plotted 
from Fig.1. Fig.2 also shows the experimental points obtained from dxstilla- 
tion at sea level pressure in terms of the percentage volume loss, assuming 
the percentage weight and volume losses are the same. Equation (4), with 
a = 0.2667 and b = O.Ol&+, is also found to give a good approximation to the 

sea level dlstlllation data given in Ref.2 up to the 3% loss point, after 
which It deviates rapidly. 

. 
5 THE NUMERICAL CALXLATION OF FUEL LOSSES PW UNIT TANK BASE AREA 

Equation (10) may be written 

where 

(16) 
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Equation (16) can be solved by asslgnlng values to Wfic, calculating 

'p (".pJ and then integrating numerically or graphically by measuring the 
area under the curve of 'p (W$"o) plotted agamSt Wpc. 

For a typical Avtur fuel at temperatures between 70cC and IOO’C 

approxlmatsly, the values of the fuel properties are C = 0.48 CHU/lbpC, 
h = 67 CHU/lb and the specific gravity is 0.8. a andPb have the values 
0.2667 and 0.0444 respectively for a sample of fuel near to the upper vola- 
tlllty limit and, from equation (15), a = 17.43A and P = 0.153A where A 
IS the wetted tank base area m square feet. At 64000 ft altitude the 
Initial balling temperature of the fuel 1s To = 81'~. Using these values of 
the parameters in equation (17) A q (W/W,) can be calculated for a range cf 

values of w PC- The accuracy tends to be lost above W PC E 0.06 due to 

the approximation made to the distillation curve. 

Table 1 shows the calculated values of A 'p (WJ",) and the values of 
A (t - tc)/Wo obtained from a nuroerical integration. Fig.3 shows a plot of 
A 'p (W/W,) against W/We, and Fig.4 a plot of A (t - tc)fic against Wv/‘Wo. 
Using these data the evaporative loss may be calculated for any period of 
fuel bolllng,or alternatively the time to evaporate a certaxn percentage of 
fuel may be determined. The mean evaporative rate in lb/min/ft2 1s given by 

and the values are given in the fourth column of Table 1. At the beginning 
of the boiling period Wv/k'c is serc and it may be shown from equation (8) 
that the initial mean evaporative rate is 0.0204 lb/min/ft2. Included in 
the table are values corresponding to weight losses of 15%. 2% and 25$, 
although the approximation to the distillation curve 1s not too accurate for 

these losses. It is evident that the mean evaporative rate increases up to 
the 1% weight loss point approximately and then decreases, having a maximum 

value of about 0.032 lb/min/ft2. Thus, over the full range of initial fuel 
quantities, the evaporative rate lies between 0.02 and about 0.032 lb/min/ft2 
within the range of validity of the present calculations. The mean evapora- 
tlve rate is shown plotted against the percentage weight loss in Fig.5, and 
against ",/A (t - to) in Fig.6. For a given boiling period the abscissa in 
Fig.6 is proportional to We/b which in turn is proportional to the fuel depth, 
so that if the boiling period is known and the fuel specific gravity is given 



the mean evaporative rate can be plotted as a function of the fuel depth. As 
an example assuming a boiling period of ten minutes and a specific gravity of 7 
0.8, Fig.7 shows the variation of mean evaporative loss rate with fuel depth. 

6 RTEL LOSSES FOR A TYPICAL FUEL TANK INSTALLATION . 

The British Aircraft Corporation Ltd. have given temperature histories 
of the fuel in Concord. The calculations are based on the case of a long 
flight followed by a long flight, i.e. with residual fuel, tanks and system, 
w8lTJ. The take-off temperature for the first flight is assumed to be 35'C and 
that for the second flight is calculated assuming refuelling with fuel at 35'C 
with residual fuel in the collector tanks only snd no cooling occurring during 
StAIldiIlg. The probability of this situation ooourrlng in practice is reported 
to be very low and the temperatures calculated are consequently higher than 
would be met in the majority of circumstances. 

The results show that the fuel in the following tanks will exceed .a 
temperature of 81'~ and, If the tanks are unpressurised, will boil for the 
times shown before reaching the end of cruise or before the tanks are emptied 
by pumping at the normal rate:- 

Tank 
Base area -Boiling Mean evaporative Fuel 

Total Effective time rate 
lb/nin/ft2 

evaporated 
ft2 ft2 mm lb 

Transfer L& 180 80 10 0.030 24.0 

Transfer 5R 220 80 10 o.ojo 24.0 
Collector 3L 110 110 5 0.024 13.20 
Collector 3R ii0 110 15 0.025 41.25 

L c0ihOt0r 6~ 130 i 30 15 0.025 48.75 
Total lpy 

The collector tanks are not emptied and at least six inches of fuel remain 
at the pump position at the end of cruise so that despite the floor slope of 
about 4” from the pump position, the whole of the base area of these tanks 
might be expected to be covered with fuel. The transfer tanks are emptied 
and when boiling commences contain approximately ZCCCJ lb of fuel each, which, 

taking into account the 4” floor slope, covers about 120 sq ft. of floor. 

Assuming that fuel is pumped from the transfer tanks at a rate of 200 lb/min, 
the wetted area decreases to zero over the ten minutes required to empty the 
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tanks and the mean effective area over the whole period is about &I sq ft 
per tank. The adJacent table shows the quantities of fuel evaporated from 
each of the tanks where boiling could occur. A mean evaporative rate, 

appropriate to the mean fuel depth during the boiling period, is taken for 
each tank. These estimates do not purport to be very accurate since the 
distribution of fuel over the heated alrcraft surface 1s not known accurately, 
neither has the fact that the liquid fuel leaving the tank abstracts some of 

the heat input been taken into consideration. 

The entire 151 lb of fuel vaporised 1s not necessarily lost, partlcu- 
larly in the Concord, because it may condense in the venting system. On the 
Concord the main vent pipe passes through the fuel in the rear trim transfer 

tank which, at the end of the cruise, 1s cooler than the other tanks since It 
has been maintained comparatively full. It 1s likely that much of the fuel 
vapour entering the vent system will therefore condense and be dralned back 
into the scavenge tank from whloh It can be pumped back into the collector 
tanks and used ultimately in the engines. It 1s thus possible that the quan- 

tity of fuel lost from the aircraft through evaporatron is very small. 

7 PUMPING PROBLEMS 

The Concord fuel transfer pump duty, in relation to aohievlng low pump- 
down levels with boiling or near boiling fuel, is very arduous and requwes a 

pump having a suction specific speed maximum in excess of 200 000 in rev/min 
gal/min, ft units. The low pump down level 1s specified as desirable rather 

than essential. A very good conventxnal centrifugal pump, having a compar- 
able specific speed, will operate at a maximum suction specific speed In the 
region of IO-15COO but some specially designed fuel pumps have operaTed 

with suction specific speeds around 50000 which approximately corresponds 
with the specified Concord pump performance in pressurised tanks. Because of 
the severity of the desired suction performance it 1s likely that, without 

pressurisation, the fuel transfer pumps would not empty the tanks as com- 

pletely as when they are pressurlsed. This would lead to ulcreased aero- 

dynamic heating of the fuel and to the possibility of reduced pump life due 
to cavitation erosion. It would not necessarily lead to increased boiling 

losses since the rate of temperature rise would be less than would be attalned 

with smaller residual fuel quantities. The difficulty of completely emptying 
some transfer tanks towards the end of the cruise may not be too serious 
since the fuel will be usable during descent when increasing tank pressure 
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and reducing fuel temperature ease pumping problems, and the peak temperatures 

in the collector tanks are reduced. The feasibility of operating without tank 
pressurisation is, however, dependent largely on the suction performance of 
the pumps which can only be determined by test. 

0 mTELTHRRMALSTABIlJTP 

There might be some advantage in respect of thermal stability considera- 
tions in using unpressurised tanks and having a larger residual fuel quantity 
in the tanks, particularly if evaporated fuel condenses in the vent lines. 
This possible advantage arises because a much larger part of the residual fuel 
will boil off if the tank is unpressurised than if it is pressurised, thus 
keeping the temperature of the remaining residual fuel down. Barn&t anb 
Hibbard3 show that the rate of gum formation in Jet fuels increases tenfold 
between 9o°C and 115'C, hence measures to delay the attainment of fuel 
temperatures above SO'C in the fuel tanks could be beneficial even though 
residence times are shorter than those discussed in Ref.3. In unpressurised 
tanks some 6% by weight has to be evaporated for the residual fuel to reaoh 
90% and If, say, 1600 lb of fuel at 81% were left in a transfer tank with 
~~rnping stopped intentionally this would take 25 minutes to reach 90%. If 
the tanks were pressurised to 2.2 psia and pumping stopped at 81°C it would 
take about 8 minutes for the same quantity of residual fuel to reach 9O'C. 
For smaller quantltles of residual fuel than 1600 lb the times to reach 90°C 

would be proportionally snorter. This illustrates the possible advantage that 
might be achieved from the thermal stability aspect by allowing the fuel to 
evaporate in the later stages of tank emptying, or of intentionally not 
emptying the tank completely, particularly without pressurisation. In these 
calculations the tank floor has been assumed horizontal. 

9 CONCLUSIONS 

Temperature histories of the fuel in a Concord show that, even in an 

unpressurised tank, the fuel is unlikely to boil for more than fifteen 
minutes whilst pumping proceeds at normal rates. It is evident from Fig.1 
that, with tank pressurisation to 2.2 psia, the total quantity of 
fuel evaporated 1s negligible provided the fuel temperatun does not exceed 
108%. Wlthout pressurisation it is likely to amount to rather less than 
150 lb. Since much of the evaporated fuel may condense in the vent system 
it is probable that the weight of fuel lost from the aircraft in the 
unpressurised case will be less than that of the additional equipment required 

in the tank venting system to pressurise the fuel tanks. 
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The performance demanded of the Concord tank pumps, even in the pressur- 
ised case is very arduous. The elimination of a pressurisation system makes 

the pump duty even more severe because it necessitates operation at higher 
suction specific speeds. The feasibility of operating without tank pressurisa- 
tion is thus dependent on the actual test performance achieved by the Concord 

pumps. 

Fuel thermal stability problems might be alleviated by intentionally 
stopping pumping with a moderate residual fuel content in the tanks thus 
retaining a greater heat sink. For the same quantity of residual fuel the 
advantage gained is greater in unpressurised tanks, where the fuel 1s allowed 
to boil and possibly be recovered in the vent system, than in pressurised 
tanks where boiling doss not occur and heat is not used in vaporising the 
fuel. 

It should be emphaslsed that the calculations in the present Report 
are based onthe use of an Avtur fuel and its distillation characteristics 
as given in Ref.2 and used in writing the Concord pump specifications. There 
have been reports that mthin several years the demand for Avtur fuel will 
exceed the supply and there will be a trend towards the use of a somewhat 
more volatile fuel with higher vapour pressure. This trend is already evident 
and some fuel samples have been found to have signzficantly higher vapour 
pressure and lower initial boiling point than the samples consldered in Ref.2. 
Because of this situation fuel boiling losses could present a severe problem 
since it would not be possible to pressurise further the existing tanks on an 
aircraft such as the Concord, to suppress boiling, without introducing ccn- 
slderable structural weight penalties, and the required pump performance 
would become even mere severe. Provided the distillation and vapour pressure 
characteristics of the fuel are known it should be possible to adapt the basic 
method of calculating fuel losses given in this Report to any fuel. 
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0.10 31.21 3.1573 0.0317 
0.15 34.52 4.8005 0.0313 

0.20 39.05 6.6398 0.0301 
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47.74 0 0.0204 

45.67 o.w7 0.0214 

43.42 o.ovl2 0.0219 

41.92 0.1339 0.0224 

39.95 0.1748 0.0229 
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31.77 0.7322 0.0273 
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29.93 1.3454 0.0297 

29.75 1.6438 0.0304 

29.81 1.9616 o.ojov 

j0.m 2.2407 0.0312 

30.33 2.5424 0.0315 
30.72 2.8476 0.0316 
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SYMBOLS 

A 
a 
b 3 
C 
Ii" 

9 
T 0 
T 

TL7 
to 
t 

wo 
W 

wv 
a 

B 3 
W 

4+ 0 
A 

tank base area 

coefficients defined by equation (4) 

'specific heat at constant pressure . 
rate of total heat input 
rate of total heat input 
initial boiling temperature 
fuel bulk tempecatue 

tank base skAdn temperature 
initial time at temperature To 
time at temperature T 
irntial fuel quantity at time tc 
fuel quantity at time t 
total evaporated fuel quantity at time t 

coefficients defined by equation (9) 

funoticnal relatlcn defin6d by equation (17) 

latent heat of vapcfiaatlon 

ft2 

CHU/lb/% 
CHU/BllIl 
CHU/tr 

OC 
OG 
OC 

min 

m1n 

lb 
lb 
lb 

W/lb 
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tm a supersa~lc alrcmft with Integral wing h1e1 tanks 1s devlsed and is frm B supersmlc alraaft nlth Integml ring fuel ta”ka 18 derlsed and 1s 

applied to the Co0c.c~. asauelng Ill#t ccWltlm8 of Eatach 2.2 at 6l,OW ,t applied to the cmco~. assmlng m&t cmdltlms of Each 2.2 at &otx~ tt 
altitude using las bolllng point kemeene fuel. It 1s sham fhat II the altitude “sing lar bolllng point kemaene fuel. It 1s shm” fhat II rhe 
speclfled tank pomp perfo”ra”Ce 18 exhleved the puentlty oi foal ePapcmted speclfled tank pip perfcnmnce 1s achieved the qentlty of hlel evaporated 
1s no q c=e than 1% lb if the ta”ks am ““pmsa,rlsed, end 1s negllglble 1s no more thn” 150 lb lf the tanks QIT ~“pres.~rlsed. and 1s negllglble 
In the present deslgc case when the tanks am pmssurlsed to 2.2 psla. 
me calarlatlms am baaed m certal” as~ptlms detlned 1” the text ccn- 

1” the prese”t deslm case when, the tanks (UB pnss~rlsed to 2.2 psi& 
Ihe calculetlms am based m certain asmznptlms dellned 1” the text M- 

cernlng fuel dlstlllatlm cbamcterlstlcs. heat trasfer data and bolllng cernlng fuel dlstlllatlm cheraCterlStlCs. heat tm.nsler data and bolllng 
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A method of calculating the fuel bolllng losses, due to aercdynamlc heal”& 
0-m a S”pWSc”lC alRTBft wlfh Integral Wl”g luel ta”ka is dwlsed and 1s 
applied to the CmCOl‘d. assUr4”g flight Cmdltlms 01 f!a.ch 2.2 et &OCQ Iz 
altitude using low botllng point kerosene fuel. It 1s show that 1, the 
specltled tenk rump pertommce 1s achieved the que”tlty of fuel evaporated 
1s no mom than 150 lb If the tanks are ~“prssratrlsed. and 1s “egllglbls 
1” the present deslm case where the tanks am presarlsed to 2.2 psia. 

The CalcUlatlms am based m certain asmmptlms detlned in the text cm- 
Cemlng hlel dlstlllatlm chalscterlstlcs. heat tra”ster data and bolllng 



hlel dlstributlo” In the tankage. Because much or the ev’apomted rue1 
may ccndense In the vent system Bnd be recovered lt Is llkely that UM 
r”el loss thxu~ bolllng 1” ““preSsUrls.ed tanks vrlll be less than the 

zvel@,t or addltlonal eq”lwe”t Rq”ired to p~pss”pII‘lse the ta”k.% Since 
Lhe luel tlX”Srer @SSP duty 19 “WY SIV”CUS. the reaslbllity Or 0pe”Xlng 
wlchout tank ~PeSSlrls~tlo” depends on the actual plnnp perronm”ce 
achieved. SU~estlms are made ror reducing the SSWl‘ltY or the cmdl- 
tlcns arrecLl”B luel thermal stablllty by modlrled 11181 handling proce- 
duns 1” the Sit-crBrt. 

N& (added April 19681 

The Concord perlomance Speclrlcatlons and fuel system desla Mw been 
Changed since thls Report KaS issued orleln3lly and the ““merlc.~l ““lues 
qlloted lop fuel losses, based as tney -re on the data available In 1967. 
an no longer applicable to the Sctual alrcrart. 

r”el dlSLrlb”tlo” 1” the Canknge. Because much or the ew.pwated rueI 
may condense 1” Lhe vent System and be recovered It 1s llkely that the 
r,,el loss thnx@, bolllng I” u”pI-esSurlsed ta”ks ~111 be leSS than the 

eight or addltlmal equlpnenl required Co pl-eSSI”-ise the Ca”kS. Since 
rhe rue1 transrer pump duty is wy amu0x. the reaslbi~lty or operat~“g 
rilthmt tank preSsur,uZ,o” depends on the actuS pump perrolmance 
xhleved. Su~Sstl~s Sre made ror reduclng the SeVei-lty of the cold,- 
tims arrectlng r”el then& stablllty by modlrled hlel ha”dll”g p~oce- 
d”x’eS 1” the Sl-rt. 

NOW lndded April 1968) - 

‘Ibe ‘3”Ca-d perroIiM”ce speclrlmtlons and hlel system desla have bee” 
changed since th!s Report was 1SsLed orlelnally and the “umerlcal v~l”es 
quored ror rue1 losses, based RS they SIP on the data available In 1967, 
are no longer appllulble to the actual Slx.zx=aIt. 

hlel dlstl‘lb”tlcn 1” the tankage. Because mUeh 01 the evaporated tXel 
may cmdense In the vent system 8nd be recovered It 1s likely that the 
hlel loss thrcwh bolllng in unpressurised ta”ks ~111 be less tb~” the 

vielght or addltlmal equlpnent required to pIpsmrlse the ta”kS. Since 
the rue1 tiansrer pump duty 1s very arducus, ChS reaslblllty or oprar,ng 
wlth(~L ta”k pr-eS~“r-ls~tlm depends Or the act&~1 pIlmp perronmnce 
achieved. SU&TSS~~-S am made for Ped”cl”g the severity or the eo”dl- 
t*ons .3rreeting rue1 theme stability by q aiiried hlel handll”g pk-ace- 
dures 1” the ai-rt. 

NOte (added 407‘11 1968) 

The CmcoI’ pel‘roXTa”Ce Speclrlcatlo”s and iuel s,SCem design have bee” 
dlanged since thls ReporL MIS lsslled orl~l”~lly and the “umerlcal values 
quoted ror rue1 losses, bnsed as they are o” the date available 1” ,967. 
are no longer applicable to the actual alraart. 
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